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Abstract - In this paper, we propose an adaptive wrapper generator that can generate adaptable wrapper for adapting networked information sources (NIS) format changes. When NIS’s format changed, the adaptable wrapper can start recovery phase to discover the extraction rule of the new format of target NIS. The wrapper can automatically adapt the changes of content tag and accurately extract information. The wrapper is also examined in 6 websites in 3 kind of NIS, and the result shows that the average precision is over 98%. It can conclude that the generated adaptable wrapper can adapt the NIS’s format changes and accurately extract information.
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1 Introduction

Mediator/Wrapper architecture can be used to integrate multiple, distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous database or networked information sources (for short NISs)[11]. Such architecture usually offer end users a unified interface for accessing a variety of NISs or databases[10]. Besides it is with the functionalities of mediating between end users and NIS and translating query string from and result to end users. The mediator acts as a coordinator and integrator while the wrapper as a information retriever for querying and retrieving a specific NIS.

Wrapper is with two functions- one is to translate the format of query string sent from end user to the format acceptable by NIS, and send to target NIS; the other is to filter the response from NIS and fetch desired result and send it back to end user[4]. Wrapper generation techniques are classified into three categories. It is manually written wrapper[6], reconfigurable wrapper[3], and automatically generated wrapper[4, 7, 8] respectively.

In general the information on the Web are encapsulated and presented using HTML’s tag. Wrapper retrieves desired information in HTML file by parsing and filtering specific tags. Fig. 1 shows a simple result that from Yahoo search engine and its simplified tag composition.

Kushmerick[1][2] investigated that over 44% web pages changed it’s page layout or tag during six months. It is obviously wrapper, in the such case, will fail to retrieve desired information if the wrapper can not adapt to such change. Programmer need on the go to take care whether wrapper work properly or not, and maintain the failed wrappers.

Implementing a manually written wrapper might take more two days [4]. It obviously wastes man power and time for maintaining system. Furthermore it is unknown when the target page change it’s layout or tag. In this paper we will propose a wrapper generator for generating an adaptable wrapper that can adapt web page change. When NIS’s format changed, the adaptable wrapper can start recovery phase to discover the extraction rule of the new format of target NIS. The wrapper can automatically adapt the changes of content tag and accurately extract information. The research is based on our previous work [4] and extent the architecture of generated wrapper for adapting the change of page format.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes simply the category of wrapper’s error and related works. In Section 3, we examine the design and implementation of adaptive wrapper generator. Section 4 evaluates the performance of the system.
Section 5 presents conclusions.

2. Backgrounds and Related Works

2.1 Wrapper failure

In general wrapper is a major component face target NIS for retrieving desired information. There are some cases will cause failure of wrapper during access target NIS. [5] shows that possible cases that are raised during the interactions between wrapper and target NIS. The cases are as follows:

1. Query language change: most web pages are accessed by send a query string using HTTP protocol. The query language change means that the parameter of the query string sent to target NIS changed. For example the query string sent to yahoo’s search engine for the term “java” is as follow “http://tw.search.yahoo.com/search?fr=fp-tab-web-t&ei=UTF-8&p=java”, the parameter “fr=fp-tab-web-t &ei=UTF-8&p=java” can be changed, so that wrapper can fail to access the result of search engine.

2. Location of NIS change or backend server crash: in the case the wrapper can’t connect properly to backend server. Programmer, of course, need to modify wrapper’s code or stop the wrapper.

3. Content of response change: the kind of change might include adding new or modifying old advertisement in the result page, modifying the user interface, or changing the presentation format of desired information. These cases will cause that wrapper retrieve desired information failure.

The three cases mentioned above we will only concern the third one because the first and second case need assistance of programmer or system administrator no matter modifying the code or stop the running of wrapper.

2.2 Related works

Schema-Guided Wrapper [9] proposed an approach for maintaining the wrapper failure. The system consists of wrapper generator, wrapper engine, and wrapper maintainer. In the system the wrapper generator offer a GUI that user can input a HTML document and XML schema for generating extraction rule of the document. The wrapper engine retrieves information according to the extraction rule. The wrapper engine will notify wrapper maintainer to recover extraction rule when the process of retrieving information failure.

[12] proposes a wrapper re-induction approach which uses the extracted data at a given time t to regenerate the wrapper at a later moment t+s, where s is small. Nevertheless their approach can only support very simple wrappers that are not expressive enough to deal with most modern web sites.

[13] proposes a approach for maintaining wrappers that is based on collecting some query results during wrapper operation. Then, when the source changes, they are used to generate a set of labeled examples that are then provided as input to a wrapper induction algorithm able to regenerate the wrapper.

3. Adaptable Wrapper

This section will depict the architecture of adaptable wrapper and its components. Then will explain the operation of detection and recovery module and adaptable wrapper generation.

3.1 Adaptable Wrapper Architecture

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of our proposed adaptable wrapper. The wrapper consists of three modules described as follows:

(I) Input/Out Encapsulation module (IOEM): the module is responsible for translating user query into query string of backend NIS and retrieving desired information form NIS response. All retrieved results are packed as XML format for future processing.

(II) Detection and Recovery Module (DRM): the module is mainly parsing and validating the change of web source. When the change detected, the module will raise the recovery phase and re-deduction the extraction rule for extractor.

(III) NIS module (NM): the module is responsible for connecting to backend NIS.

This work is to extend our previous work [4]. Here will only describe the component of DRM and its operation. The IOEM and NM please refer [4]. As mentioned above, the DRM will raise recovery phase while web page change and retrieve new extraction rule for extractor. It consists of four components that are depicted as follows:

1. Recovery Manager (RM): RM is a major
component of DRM and is used to control the recovery phase. When the RM receives a recovery event from Parser/Validator, it initial recovery operations that include new extraction rule discovery and update the rule for extractor.

(2) New Rule Discovery component: This component is to deduce new extraction rule from new document using our new rule discovery algorithm shown in section 3.2.2.

(3) Validating-Recovering Data Repository (stand for VRDR): This component stores all recovery necessary data including query string (QS), extraction rule, web page that fetched at wrapper initialized, and schema of target NIS.

(4) Parser/Validator: Web page retrieved from NIS will be parsed to check and verify whether validation or not. If the web page changed, the component will notify the recovery manager to enforce recovery phase; otherwise it will filter most redundant part of web page and send it to IOE module.

3.2 Detection and Recovery Module

Fig. 3 shows the procedure of DRM when the wrapper invalid. First RM save QS into VRDR and then send to NIS. When the returned page changed, the Parser/Validator will notify the RM to enter recovery phase.

Fig. 3 The procedure of DRM when wrapper invalid

3.2.1 Maximum Similarity Space

In this subsection we define Maximum Similarity Space (MSS) for discover the extraction rule of desired information. We use famous search engine-Yahoo as an example. In the example, in general, we assume users just are interested in that information about Title, Description, and URL, as shown in Fig. 4(a).

These repeated information are involved in a sequence of tags, for example \(<div><a>TITLE</a><b>TITLE</b></div>\). In general same information unit have same tag sequence. Wrapper extracts each information unit according to associated tag sequence. Each piece of information unit is named Similarity Space (SS) unit, for example Title Similarity Space (TSS). A record in the result page consists of some desired and undesired information. A MSS is a repeated record that consists of all desired and undesired information defined as follow:

\[
MSS = SS_1 + SS_2 + ... + SS_n
\]

where SS_i is a SS of desired or undesired information unit. Desired information has a field in the schema that stored in VRDR. An example of MSS in tag are as Fig.4(b)

Fig. 4(a) Web page similarity space

Fig. 4(b) An example of MSS in tag

3.2.2 New Rule Discovery Algorithm

When RM is notified the wrapper invalid, it will start new rule discovery algorithm (NRD algorithm) for inferring new extraction rule that can be used for information extractor. Fig. 5 shows the algorithm. The case of wrapper invalidation means that the tag sequence shown in Fig. 4(b) is changed. The NRD algorithm will infer new rule as follow.

(1) First wrapper fetches pre-stored query string and its result pattern from VRDR. The result pattern is used to compare with new fetched web page for finding that the location and order of desired information (Title, Description and URL) in the new page. Obviously the algorithm can also adapt the changed of order of desired information. Here we assume that at least one record in the new page exist in the pre-stored result pattern.
(2) Then wrapper infers all of extraction rules according to the location of desired information by finding that all embrace tags. All HTML tag can be classified into three kind as follow:
(a) with ending tag: Tag need a ending tag such as <A>, <B>, <Table>....
(b) without ending tag: Tag need not a ending tag such as <BR>, <HR>, <IMG>....
(c) optional ending tag: ending tag is optional, such as <P>, <TR>, <TD>....

Then wrapper infers all of extraction rules according to the location of desired information by finding that all embrace tags. All HTML tag can be classified into three kind as follow:
(a) with ending tag: Tag need a ending tag such as <A>, <B>, <Table>....
(b) without ending tag: Tag need not a ending tag such as <BR>, <HR>, <IMG>....
(c) optional ending tag: ending tag is optional, such as <P>, <TR>, <TD>....

New Rule Discovery Algorithm

Begin
if (Error == True)
  fetch data from VRDR;
  fetch new homepage;
  find similarity space of Title, Description, URL;
  compare they sequence;
  return result;
else
  parse tag;
  find new rule;
  fetch new rule and put into the VRDR;
endif
endbegin

Fig. 5 New Rule Discovery Algorithm

If the algorithm matches forward a starting tag that belong to category (a), for example <A>, it will find backward an ending tag </A> and determine the location of ending tag whether crossing the location of starting tag of another information unit or not. If the starting tag is category (b), the tag is directly added to extraction rule. If the starting tag belongs to category (c), the algorithm would find, as category (a), its ending tag. Repeat the algorithm for all pre stored result patterns and look for all of SS of desired information unit and MSS.

(3) Store all new information including extraction rule, query string, and result pattern into VRDR for future use.

3.3 Adaptable Wrapper Generation

3.3.1 Adaptable Wrapper
This subsection will describe the execution flow of adaptable wrapper, as shown in Fig. 6.

First adaptable wrapper translate user query string and encapsulate associated parameter into NIS acceptable query string by a query template that in the IOEM. The translated query string is sent to DRM. DRM first save the query string into VRDR and pass to backend NIS by the NM. Then the wrapper waits for the response from backend NIS and gets the result.

The Parser/Validator will verify the return page and filter out most redundant part. If the wrapper is valid, then extracts all of desired information unit and packs the result as XML format for future use and return to users. If the wrapper is invalid, the enter recovery phase to infer new extraction rule, as depicted in section 3.2.

Adaptable Wrapper execution flow

Begin
  translate users query string;
  save query string;
  send the transformed query to information source;
  wait for the return and get the result;
  if (some error occurred)
    enter recovery phase;
  else
    packing result;
    return result;
  endif
endbegin

Fig. 6 Adaptable Wrapper Algorithm

3.3.2 Adaptable Wrapper Generation
The adaptable wrapper can be generated using wrapper generator. The wrapper generation is shown in Fig. 7. The generation flow is similar with our previous work [4] except for adding new components, such as DRM, into component repository. It is shown that can reduce significantly the development and maintenance time.

Fig. 7 Adaptable Wrapper Generation Flow

The first step of wrapper generation is to select the target NIS and input its schema of desired information, as step 1 and 2 of Fig. 7. In our example the desired information is Title, Description, and URL respectively. Schema and content in step 2 is stored in a temporary file. Step 3, 4 and 5 will parse the web page, generate extraction rule of the page like as NRD
algorithm, and store the rule into a temporary file. Finally, adaptable wrapper generator generates a wrapper using previous created data and component repository as step 6 and 7. 

Fig. 8 shows a Simple UI for Generating Adaptable Wrapper. In this prototype, user input the schema and copy desired content of web page into the UI. And finally press the generator button to generate an adaptable wrapper.

3.4 Web Page Adaptive Test
Adaptive test of an adaptable wrapper is made using two analogous search engines, Yahoo and Lycos. In this test we generate two adaptable wrappers for Yahoo and Lycos respectively, because these two search engines, according to our observation, have similar result but different format that result in the extraction rule is different.

Fig. 9 Adaptive test

In the test we first redirect Lycos web page to Yahoo’s wrapper, as shown in Fig. 9. That obviously raises the wrapper invalid. The Yahoo’s wrapper immediately initiate NRD algorithm for learning Lycos’s extraction rule and save extraction rule into VRDR. The wrapper finally output Lycos’s result. It shows that the wrapper is adaptive for different web page.

4. System Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the system performance including effectiveness and efficiency. The wrapper generator and generated wrapper are implemented in java language. The metrics of effectiveness include recall and precision [8]. The definition of two metrics is as follow:

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{E_c}{N_t} \\
\text{precision} = \frac{E_c}{E_t}
\]

where \(E_c\) : number of the correct data items extracted by the wrappers; \(N_t\) : number of correct data items that should be extracted in a page; \(E_t\) : number of data items extracted by the wrappers.

We develop wrappers for three kinds of web sites and six web sites. There are Yahoo, Go, Lycos, Overture, Sina, and CNN respectively. The effectiveness evaluation results are shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows that average recall is over 99% and average precision is over 98%. Although the data size of the evaluation is small, we believe that the result is sameness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>(N_t)</th>
<th>(E_c)</th>
<th>(E_t)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycos</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overture</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sina</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Efficiency Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Parsing Time (ms)</th>
<th>Retrieving Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Round-Trip</td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>1322</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go</td>
<td>2953</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycos</td>
<td>3147</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overture</td>
<td>2926</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sina</td>
<td>2812</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>2711</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, we evaluate the system efficiency. The
evaluation metrics include parsing time and retrieving time. The parsing time is taken when the web page change and the wrapper parse and discover the new extraction rule. The retrieving time is taken when the wrapper retrieve 120 records from backend web sites. Table 2 shows the evaluation. Obviously most time is consumed in the round-trip of network. In the Table 2 the Overture web site has low round-trip time because it can be retrieved 40 records/connection, the other is retrieved 10 records/connection. The average overhead of system is under 10% of all parsing time and retrieving time. It is obviously reasonable.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an adaptable wrapper generation to generate wrapper for adapting web page format change. Programmer can reduce the wrapper development time and leave out wrapper maintenance frequently.

The work extends our previous works and adds four components for adapting web page change and retrieving desired information correctly. We also propose extraction rule discovery algorithm to infer the new extraction rule for wrapper adapting the web page change.

Finally we develop wrappers for three kinds of web sites and six web sites. There are Yahoo, Go, Lycos, Overture, Sina, and CNN respectively. The effectiveness evaluation results are shown that average recall is over 99% and average precision is over 98%. In addition, the average overhead of system is under 10% of all parsing time and retrieving time. It is obviously reasonable.
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